g a m i n g
mice

CANYON Gaming gears are designed according to high European quality standards.
We cooperate with one of the best prefessional cyber sport teams to test gaming
features, develop ergonomics and choose functionality for each product.

DESPOT
CND-SGM9 | 5291485003128
Whether you play WoW or another MMORPG online game, you
know just how many buttons you need to press. This top-notch
gaming mouse is designed for the most sophisticated users.
With its 17 MMO-tuned customizable buttons, adjustable weights
and accurate optical sensor, it is really comfortable and
lightweight, and has plenty of features. And it can be fully
customized using Canyon Gaming software that meets all latest
requirements.

features
17 MMO-tuned buttons

Full customisation using software

Custom-color RGB lighting

Braided cable with ferrite filter

Twin surface coating technology

Polling rate: 125-250-500-1000Hz

Onboard memory profile

3 sets of thumb buttons (3/6/12) included

Weight adjustment system

Durability: 10 mln clicks

High accuracy PIXART 3325 sensor

Adjustable weight control:

Switching DPI from 1200 to 10000
1-Millisecond Report Rate

removable 20g (4х5g)

DESPOT
12 MMO PANEL
Get the easy access to all 12 primary MMO buttons
under your thumb. MMO buttons can be
programmed to in-game macros or as complex
actions, in order to perform a certain action in game.

Canyon Twin Surface
coating technology

on-the-fly tuning
Slow down and speed up your character in a gaming space, as
a game flow requires! Due to the high-precision sensor PIXART
3325, you can quickly switch between 1200-2400-3600-48006000-10000 DPI. The driver of the mouse also allows to choose
any private value of DPI

Another original feature created by Canyon
team is Twin Surface – double rubberized
coating, which provides durability, comfortable
and secure grip and prevents from fingerprints
on the surface.

BRAIDED CABLE
WITH FERRITE FILTER
Enjoy maximum precision and play
without interruptions! The ferrite filter
suppresses all possible electrical
noise and helps to reach maximum
efficiency and sharpness.

full customization
Totally unlimited opportunities for personal settings for the game of any
genre. Full customization of the mouse allows you to create a player
profile, assign macros, change button assignments, response rate,
DPI. The victory is guaranteed in any game with any character!

Accurate responsive
optical sensor
Hi quality optical PIXART 3325 sensor provides
excellent gaming experience with the features of
high speed & resolution to fulfill gamers need.

Highly precise 1:1 movement
SGM9 mouse is built for high gaming speed, its report rate is 1 ms
which is up up to 8x faster than standard mice. Report rate is
adjustable between 125, 250, 500 and 1000 Hz, it helps to deliver
optimum precision during FPS gaming sessions.

ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT
CONTROL
Customize your mouse using
removable 20 g (4 x 5g) extra weights
for a personalized feel and control.

Onboard memory
profiles
Using the built-in memory module, you can
save your gamer profile and transfer all your
custom settings to any computer.

Tantive
CND-SGM4E | 5291485003135
This ultra-speedy mouse is the most powerful weapon for
those who like dynamic shooters or racing games. Due to its
original ergonomic shape, seven programmable buttons and
up-to-date software, you will achieve maximum efficiency in
your game. Be precise as a sniper and quick as a cosmic
racer – the victory is yours!

features
High quality optical "Sunplus” sensor of the 2nd Generation
7 Programmable buttons
Adjustable DPI settings (800/1000/1200/1600/2000/2400/3200/4800)
Onboard memory profiles
Macros assignments
Canyon Twin Surface coating technology
Awesome LED backlighting
Braided USB cable with ferrite ring to protect of signal loss

TANTIVE

ON-THE-FLY TUNING

Slow down and speed up your character however you need in your
gaming space. Play as fast as a game flow requires! Due to the
high-precision sensor Sunplus, you can quickly switch between
800/1000/1200/1600/2000/2400/3200/4800 DPI. The driver of the
mouse also allows to choose any private value of DPI.

BRAIDED CABLE WITH FERRITE
FILTER LOSSLESS SIGNAL

AWESOME LIGHTING

Enjoy maximum precision and play without
interruptions! The ferrite filter suppresses all
possible electrical noise and helps to reach
maximum efficiency and sharpness.

Are you a nighttime player? Then you can get a
wonderful experience of gaming as you will see
and control your device in the dark. And it just
looks amazing due to its fire-coloured LED lighting.

CANYON TWIN SURFACE
COATING TECHNOLOGY
Another original feature created by Canyon
team is Twin Surface - double rubberized
coating, which provides durability, comfortable
and secure grip and prevents from fingerprints
on the surface. The bottom part of the mouse
is made of extremely quick and controllable
sliding components.

7 PROGRAMMABLE BUTTONS
Using the mouse driver you can set up macros
and customize mouse button commands for any
gaming needs. Achieve maximum efficiency in
the game by adapting your mouse specifically for
your game character.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
TO FIT YOUR HAND

CUSTOMIZATION
SOFTWARE

ONBOARD MEMORY
PROFILES

Canyon Tantive CND-SGM4E is all about
comfort, quality and durability in a lightweight,
ergonomically designed body. It will give
supreme comfort for your hand in long lasting
gaming sessions. Shoot like a pro and slide
lighting-fast!

Totally unlimited opportunities for personal settings
for a game of any genre. Full customization of the
mouse allows you to create player’s profile, assign
macros, change button assignments, DPI.
The victory is guaranteed in any game with any
character!

Using the built-in memory module,
you can save your gamer profile
and transfer all your custom
settings to any computer.

Hazard
CND-SGM6N | 5291485003029
The mouse made by hazardous minds for those gamers who play their
favourite games to the extreme. Due to 9 customized buttons and 4
removable extra weights per 5 grams each, the mouse has great
capabilities to get you to the top. Using mouse driver you can set up
macros, assign button commands, response rate, DPI, and create player
profile according to your own gaming needs. Onboard memory module
allows to transfer custom settings and your entire player profile to other
computers. No matter what grip you have, twin surface coating technology will provide extra durability and prevent from scratches and fingerprints. And awesome “fire-coloured” LED lighting helps you to enjoy long
night gaming sessions and simply looks cool! A perfect weapon for a
certain victory.

features
9 programmable buttons
Cool design with LED backlight
Adjustable DPI: 1000/2400/3200/6400
Adjustable weight control - removable 20g (4x5g)
Twin Surface coaling technology
Total customization software
Built-in memory module to save settings
Braided cable with ferrite filter

corax
CND-SGM5N 5291485001278
This gaming mouse fits perfectly in your hand! The body of Canyon
Corax Gaming Mouse is designed for comfortable and easy grip in
your right hand. This mouse opens a wide range of possibilities in
games of any genre due to its fully customizable features: gamer's
profile, programmable buttons, switchable DPI, etc.

features
High quality optical Sunplus sensor
Adjustable DPI setting (1000/2400/3200/6400)
7 programmable buttons
Braided USB cable with ferrite ring to protect of signal loss
Canyon Twin Surface coating technology
Extra weight for better control
Awesome LED lighting

CORAX

ON-THE-FLY TUNING

If you use a large monitor or play on multiple screens, you definitely
need to switch between levels of resolution. The new generation
optical sensor Sunplus allows you to quickly switch between
1000/2400/3200/6400 DPI. The driver of the mouse also allows
choosing any private value of DPI.

Braided cable with
ferrite filter
Corax Mouse is designed for dynamic
and long games. The ferrite filter
suppresses electrical noise and helps
to reach maximum precision and
uninterrupted signal.

Canyon Twin Surface
coating technology
Another original feature created by Canyon
team is Twin Surface – double rubberized
coating, which provides durability, comfortable
and secure grip and prevents from fingerprints
on the surface.

Awesome lighting

7 programmable buttons

Experience illumination - see and control
your device in the dark. Stylish LED lighting
on the sides and on the top panel.

Using the mouse driver you can set up macros
and customize mouse button commands for any
gaming needs. Achieve maximum efficiency in
the game by adapting your mouse specifically for
your game character.

Customization software
Totally unlimited opportunities for personal settings
for the game of any genre. Full customization of the
mouse allows you to create a player profile, assign
macros, change button assignments, response
rate, DPI. The victory is guaranteed in any game
with any character!

ONBOARD MEMORY PROFILES
Using the built-in memory module, you can save your
gamer profile and transfer all your custom settings to
any computer.

deimos
CND-SGM4N 5291485001261
Are you an adventurous gamer who knows no compromise?
Deimos gaming mouse by Canyon is the best option for those who
love stylish design and dynamic exciting games. This mouse is
equipped with everything you need for a comfortable win in any
game: the new generation optical sensor Sunplus, four DPI levels
and 7 programmable buttons.

features
Sharp optical Sunplus sensor (800-4800 DPI;
response rate: 500/1000 Hz; 6000 FPS)
On-the-fly DPI switching
Customised using the driver
7 programmable buttons
Braided USB cable with a ferrite ring to protect from signal loss
Canyon Twin Surface coating technology
Extra weight for better control
Awesome LED lighting
Onboard memory profiles
Optimum grip
Localized customization software

Gift Sticker included

DEIMOS

SUNPLUS SHARP OPTICAL SENSOR
Be the first in the game: quickly respond to events of your game while
playing on large screens or multiple monitors! With the new generation Sunplus Sensor, you can instantly switch between 800, 1600,
2400, 4800 DPI resolution levels. It also allows the driver to
select any personal DPI value.

Canyon Twin Surface
coating technology
Due to the double rubberized coating used in
Canyon Twin Surface technology, this mouse
is protected from scratches and damages.

Braided cable with
ferrite filter
Suppress noise and provides a clear
stable connection between the mouse
and your computer.

Awesome lighting
Stylish LED lighting on the sides and on the
top panel of the mouse makes it visible in
the dark and also gives an impressive look.
7 programmable buttons
Beat your opponents by assigning combinations
of the buttons according to the game
requirements

Customization software
Absolutely unlimited opportunities for personal settings
for a game of any genre. Full customization of the
mouse allows you to create a player profile, change button
assignments, response rate and DPI! The interface of the
mouse driver is localized for many languages.

ONBOARD MEMORY PROFILES
Deimos mouse has a built-in memory module, which
can store all your custom settings as a player profile.
An unlimited number of such profiles can be saved in
a separate file which can be easily transferred to
any computer!

fobos
CND-SGM3 5291485001254
Make your enemies dread! This mouse with a sharp optical sensor
allows you to play effectively and win impressively! Adapt the mouse
to your gaming style with the quickly switchable 800 - 3500 DPI, new
generation optics and 7 programmable buttons.

features
High quality optical Sunplus sensor
Adjustable DPI setting (800/1600/2400/3500)
Customised using the driver
7 programmable buttons
Braided USB cable with a ferrite ring to protect from signal loss
Canyon Twin Surface coating technology
Extra weight for better control, improved ergonomics
Awesome LED Lightening
Localized customization software
Onboard memory profiles
Optimum grip
Gift Sticker included

FOBOS

On-The-Fly Tuning
Quickly switch between DPI levels 800/1600/2400/3500 without
leaving the virtual battlefield or being distracted and catching a
bullet.

Canyon Twin Surface
coating technology
Due to the double rubberized coating used in
Canyon Twin Surface technology, this mouse
is protected from scratches and damages.
Enjoy rubberized fingerprint-free surface.
Braided cable with
ferrite filter
Instant signal transmission provided by
the ferrite filter reduces electric
interference.

7 programmable buttons
Adjust the game according to your rules by assigning
personal commands to the buttons for any gaming task.

Customization software
Customize your profile. Control your game with
the programmable mouse functions: change the
buttons, DPI, create your personal player profile
and more.

Awesome lighting
Experience illumination: see and control
your device in the dark.

NOVELTY

vigil
CND-SGM2 5291485001247
With the aggressive and ergonomic design, VIGIL mouse is your
reliable assistant in the game battles and original gadget for daily
work.

features
High quality optical Sunplus sensor
Adjustable DPI setting (800/1200/1600/2400)
Customised using the driver
6 programmable buttons
Cable with a ferrite ring to protect from signal loss
Canyon Twin Surface coating technology
Extra weight for better control
Awesome LED Lightening
Localized customization software
Gift Sticker included

VIGIL

On-The-Fly Tuning
Quickly switch between DPI levels 800/1200/1600/2400
without leaving the virtual battlefield or being distracted
and catching a bullet.

Canyon Twin Surface
coating technology
Ferrite filter

Due to the double rubberized coating used in
Canyon Twin Surface technology, this mouse
is protected from scratches and damages.

Instant signal transmission
provided by the ferrite filter
reduces electric interference.

6 programmable buttons
Adjust the game according to your rules by assigning
personal commands to the buttons.

Awesome lighting

Customization software
Customize your profile. Controlyour game with the
programmable mouse functions: change
the buttons, DPI and create your personal
player profile.

Experience illumination: see and control
your device in the dark.

NOVELTY

Star Raider
CND-SGM1 5291485001230
Simple and easy mouse for your convincing victory. The optimal
performance of Star Raider gaming mouse is suitable for both
gamers and fans of advanced PC accessories. The soft rubber
coating provides a nice coverage, and high-quality optical sensor
grants the precise control.

features
High quality optical Sunplus sensor
Adjustable DPI setting (800/1200/1600/2400)
Customised using the driver
6 programmable buttons
Cable with a ferrite ring to protect from signal loss
Canyon Twin Surface coating technology
Extra weight for better control
Awesome LED Lightening
Localized customization software
Gift Sticker included

STAR RAIDER

On-The-Fly Tuning
Quickly switch between DPI levels 800/1200/1600/2400
without leaving the virtual battlefield or being distracted
and catching a bullet.

Ferrite filter
Instant signal transmission
provided by the ferrite filter
reduces electric interference.

Canyon Twin Surface
coating technology
Due to Canyon Twin Surface technology, the
mouse is firmly held in your hand and does
not slip out.

6 programmable buttons
Set the personal command buttons for your game
character.

Awesome lighting
Customization software
Control the mouse performance by customizing and remapping
the buttons, setting two-click combinations for a single button,
adjusting DPI between 800/1200/1600/2400 and interim values.
Appoint simple PC and multimedia commands to specific buttons.

You can play computer games in complete
darkness! With such stylish glowing, the
mouse is easy to operate even at night.

g a m i n g
headsets

CORAX
Full Immersion
Gaming Headset
CND-SGHS5

5291485003067

For a completely fascinating gaming experience we have designed this
pro-level gaming headset! Don’t let anything interrupt you, just dive into
the game and win it like a champion with this decent gaming tool.
Incredibly deep and powerful audio performance combined with
sensitive microphone provide advanced gaming experience. Memory
foam in ear cushions will hold the shape of your head and ears so you
won’t get tired even while playing your favourite games all night long.
Every gamer will fancy this stylish design with LED lights and cool
aggressive shape.

features
Cool gaming design with LED-lighting

Impedance: 32 Ω ± 15 %

Adjustable headband

Sensitivity: 95±3 dB

Memory foam in ear cushion

Frequency: 20-20 kHz

Extra comfort for long-time usage

Cable length: 2 m+/-10%

Superior audio performance

Plug: 2x3.5mm + USB

Speaker: φ 50 mm

Fobos
Gaming Headset
For Long Sessions
CND-SGHS3

5291485003050

This headset provides high-quality audio that surrounds you during
harsh gaming battles. A decent finding for those gamers who seek the
best quality for a smart price. This headset brings captivating gaming
experience due to its cool design and deep high quality sound.
Adjustable headband and memory foam in ear cushions adapt to the
shape of your head and ears adding extra comfort during the longest
gaming sessions.

features
Adjustable headband

Impedance: 32 Ω ± 15 %

Crystal clear sound quality

Sensitivity: 95±3 dB

Volume & Microphone control

Frequency: 20-20 kHz

Memory foam in ear cushion

Cable length: 2 m+/-10%

Showy design and ergonomic shape

Plug: 2x3.5mm

Speaker: φ 50 mm

star raider
Lightweight
Comfortable
Gaming Headset
CND-SGHS1

5291485003043

This basic gaming headset suits beginner gamers and those who like
to use good looking PC accessories of advanced level. The
headphones provide reach, good quality sound while the microphone
is quite accurate and precise. Adjustable headband and soft earpads
bring maximum convenience. By using the volume & microphone
control, you can always switch level of sound without any interference.

features
Adjustable headband

Sensitivity: 100±3 dB

Superior sound quality

Frequency: 20-20 kHz

Volume & Microphone control

Cable length: 2 m+/-10%

Speaker: φ 40 mm

Plug: 2x3.5 mm

Impedance: 32 Ω ± 15 %

GAMING MOUSE MAT
CND-CMP3
5291485001810

You can beat the odds with the careful choice of a proper mouse mat! This one was designed for
you to win any battle. Control-type surface of heavily textured weave allows to move a mouse on
this mat as precisely as possible. The lower side of it is made of anti-slip rubber base and the upper
one is stitched with anti-fraying cloth. This mat will fit with all gaming mice – from beginner to
professional levels! And the stylish Canyon Gaming picture will encourage you to be a winner!

features
350x250 mm size
Heavily textured weave for pixel-precise mouse control
Optimized for all mouse sensitivities and sensors
Highly portable cloth-based design
Upper side: anti-fraying stitched frame
Lower side: Anti-slip rubber base

GAMING MOUSE MAT
CNE-CMP2
5291485001803

Enjoy your game with this qualitative and stylish gaming mouse mat! You'll know no difficulties or
losses in any type of games using gaming mice of any level! Pixel-precise targeting and tracking is
achieved through anti-fraying stitched frame. The mat will not slip due to its anti-slip rubber base.
This mat is optimised for all types of mouse sensors and its relatively small size makes it perfectly
portable and easy to use on any table!

features
270x210 mm size
Heavily textured weave for pixel-precise mouse control
Optimized for all mouse sensitivities and sensors
Highly portable cloth-based design
Upper side: anti-fraying stitched frame
Lower side: Anti-slip rubber base

g a m i n g
gamepads

4 in 1 wireless
controller
XBOX ONE, PS3, PC, ANDROID
CND-GPW8

5291485002701

This wireless gamepad is almost universal as it fits with the most
popular modern gaming consoles. Have lots of fun and get the best
of your game due to its cool and cozy shape and vibration feedback
which gives you the feeling of deep involvement into the game. The
accessory is rechargeable and can work for up to 8 hours of
playtime. The maximum distance is 8 meters from your device so
make yourself comfortable!

features

16 buttons
Wireless controller
Vibration Feedback
Xbox ONE PS3, PC, Android
8 meters working range
Rechargeable battery, can handle 8 hours of work

4 in 1 wireless
controller
XBOX 360, PS3, PC, ANDROID
CND-GPW7

5291485002695

This wireless gamepad is almost universal as it fits with the most
popular modern gaming consoles. Have lots of fun and get the best
of your game due to its cool and cozy shape and vibration feedback
which gives you the feeling of deep involvement into the game. The
accessory is rechargeable and can work for up to 8 hours of
playtime. The maximum distance is 8 meters from your device so
make yourself comfortable!

features

16 buttons
Wireless controller
Vibration Feedback
Xbox 360, PS3, PC, Android
8 meters working range
Rechargeable battery, can handle 8 hours of work

NOVELTY

WIRED GAMEPAD FOR PS4
CND-GP5
5291485002053

This wired controller is made exclusively for Play Station 4 - the latest model of the legendary gaming
console. The gamepad is designed for extreme gaming - its optimised rubber coating and 16 cozy buttons
will keep you excited during long-lasting gaming sessions. Due to 3-meter long cable you can play from any
corner of you room without any interference which sometimes happen with wireless devices. Dual trigger
function helps to act lightning fast in dynamic shooter games and vibration feedback will make you feel
every crash and collision. Play on your PS4 and conquer any tournament with this high-quality gamepad.

features
Wired connection technology, 3 meter long cable
16 buttons and cozy rubber coating
Dual triggers
Vibration feedback
Compatible with Play Station 4

3 in 1 wireless
controller
CNS-GPW6 | 8717371865085
Experience every hit, crash and explosion in games that support
vibration feedback function with Dual Motors Vibration Feedback.
Compatible with the most popular consoles, PC, PS2, PS3, is able to
assist you to play the same game on your favorite console and a
personal laptop. Features Turbo Fire Button for fast fire function to create
an ultimate gaming experience. Due to the usual arrangement of buttons,
you can immediately start playing. You will appreciate the convenience of
extended gaming sessions, thanks to smooth rubberized gripping
surface. Due to the wireless radio technology, you have freedom of
movement in space up to 10 meters. You can comfortably seat on the
couch and relax having fun playing your favorite game. Works up to 8
hours on single charge.

features
Up to 8 hours of playtime
3 in 1 one wireless controller
Dual-shock vibration
Transmission distance 10 m
Compatible with: PC // PlayStation 2 // PlayStation 3

3 in 1 Wired
gamepad
CNS-GP4 | 8717371865078
Take control of your game with the CNR-GP4. This controller features
two internal motors for a maximum vibration effect. The ergonomic
design with two built-in cooling fans for extra comfort and comfortable
«soft touch» grip keeps you at the top of your game for hours of play.
The controller also offer an auto mode, which allows you to assign
different buttons for the Automatic firing mode. Double trigger allows to
respond and act quickly in dynamic games. Compatible with the most
popular consoles, PC, PS2, PS3, it is able to assist you to play the same
game on your favorite console and at the personal laptop. By the way,
wired gamepad is best for online-battles as it will never fail at the crucial
moment.

features
Vibration feedback
3 in 1 wired controller
Dual analog stick
Compatible with: PC // PlayStation 2 // PlayStation 3

